the right hand to left buttons horrified

notable what did you say would what do

we need to do please come again come on

a fiddle colors and our first view from

cameras on the International Space

Station of the Soyuz as it continues

what so far has been a flawless approach

for docking to the poisk module the two

spacecraft traveling 254 statute miles

just off the northeast coast of South

America moving from Southwest to

Northeast in an orbit inclined 51.6

degrees to either side of the Equator

the ballast 3340 minus point seven lower
of years of about the angular size is

nominal the Soyuz continuing an automated approach to the Coors

automated rendezvous system it is honing in on the beginning of the fly around which will get underway just momentarily

in the service module at the control panel in the unlikely event something would happen with the core system Yuri

malenchenko is standing by to operate the torah or tell a robotically operated rendezvous unit to manually fly the

soyuz in but so far so good everything functioning perfectly with the 06 m
spacecraft under the command of a leg

Nowitzki in the center seat of the descent module and of course this view from station cameras of the Soyuz spacecraft as its pre-programmed approach begins to put the brakes on if you will for the start of station keeping not quite there yet just a few meters to go so use solar arrays precisely aligned for final approach and the eventual contact and capture with the poisk module and can you see the station through the risk is everything fine everything is
fine and the visiting vehicle officer at

00:02:20,199 --> 00:02:23,859
Mission Control in Houston reports at

00:02:21,939 --> 00:02:28,419
the beginning of station keeping at a

00:02:23,860 --> 00:02:30,880
distance of about 197 meters a Soyuz or

00:02:28,419 --> 00:02:32,379
remain still now to enable Russian

00:02:30,879 --> 00:02:34,319
flight controllers here at the Russian

00:02:32,379 --> 00:02:36,969
Mission Control Center in Karaj off an

00:02:34,319 --> 00:02:38,709
opportunity to assess the alignment of

00:02:36,969 --> 00:02:41,560
the forward docking probe with the Poisk

00:02:38,710 --> 00:02:44,080
docking port that you see just above the

00:02:41,560 --> 00:02:56,409
crosshairs on this engineering view from

00:02:44,080 --> 00:02:58,300
the Soyuz external camera at the bottom

00:02:56,409 --> 00:03:00,490
of your screen you're looking at the

00:02:58,300 --> 00:03:02,080
zarya module the first component the

00:03:00,490 --> 00:03:04,360
first element of the International Space
Station that was launched on November twentieth nineteen ninety eight at top of proton rocket from the baikonur cosmodrome its solar arrays folded like an accordion never to be used again the zarya drawing power not only from the Russian segment through the solar rays on these vezde service module but also from the u.s. segment of the International Space Station of course no reason we can see the docking assembly clearly bring it up copy speaking of libellous caused it we can see you idiot everything is fine wahoo trajectory we
can see on the station camera copy yuri malenchenko in the service module offering a quick greeting to Nowitzki indicating that everything looks normal from their perspective inside the International Space Station the two crafts currently flying over algeria levels 100 ounces and 16 range range rate overall what are the other films yes two and a half squares is the angular size of the service module you say we can see the targets clearly Vinnie Paz cook them which amazon you official and the video is stable for
cooking range is approximately 35 20

meters now separating of the Soyuz from

its docking port on the poisk module as

both the Soyuz and the international

space station approach Serbia moving

from Southwest to Northeast take this

problem aligned the crosshairs are

aligned

aligned

copy

you

dennis 18 range make sure the target is

lowered by one degree

a cop in berkeley since the target e is

aligned and the cost ok just four meters

00:05:55,319 --> 00:06:02,839
away standing by for contact and capture

00:05:57,389 --> 00:06:05,639
the cheapest range is approximately four

00:06:02,839 --> 00:06:07,739
giving its appearance caught the Empress

00:06:05,639 --> 00:06:09,419
over on a mission sir the target is at

00:06:07,740 --> 00:06:12,560
the center the crosshairs a reliant

00:06:09,420 --> 00:06:12,560
coping proceed

00:06:17,000 --> 00:06:24,170
are Jabbar goes over if you can see the

00:06:21,019 --> 00:06:26,060
target is at the center we are expressed

00:06:24,170 --> 00:06:29,509
in chemistry we have docking confirmed

00:06:26,060 --> 00:06:32,660
contact and capture confirmed at 729

00:06:29,509 --> 00:06:35,569
a.m. central time for 29 p.m. moscow

00:06:32,660 --> 00:06:36,830
time over the southern Ukraine three new

00:06:35,569 --> 00:06:40,060
residents have arrived at the

00:06:36,829 --> 00:06:40,060
International Space Station

00:06:50,560 --> 00:06:52,620
you
with hatches open a leg Nowitzki the
Soyuz commander first to float in to the
poisk module of the International Space
Station greeted by his colleague yuri
malenchanko
followed by flight engineer you have
guinea tarelkin Kevin Ford about to
enter the International Space Station
NASA flight engineer Kevin Ford all six
crew members are together
you
i dint hello good afternoon good go
ahead yes this is a good regatta on
behalf of legendary founder ish I wanted
to congratulate you on a successful docking and I'll hand it over to mr. Gerstenmaier for some additional words

thank you so much if guinea car EULA

honey hockey Kevin it's great to see you

all on orbit enjoy your time on Space Station and have a great great expedition you are well trained you'll have fun it is so great to see all six

have fun it is so great to see all six

of you on orbit and to see your smiling

faces on behalf of NASA we thank you the ground team is here to support you

you'll have a great expedition

thank you so large thank you thank you
very much it was a great flight up there

was a murder with you at center polio

epidemic dear friends Mission Control

Center in Moscow region which is located

in a place very dear trees to our hearts

you must be good but send their

greetings to everybody on board the

International Space Station I think that

if the expression on your face is any

indication we can trust that everything

you're set out to do will be done

successfully we wish you to realize all

your dreams will be here to support if

you have any questions any at all at any
time day or night and we will await

158
00:09:58,450 --> 00:10:05,829
anxiously your return so again welcome

159
00:10:02,679 --> 00:10:08,349
you back I'll hand it over to some

160
00:10:05,828 --> 00:10:11,859
friends and family members for some

161
00:10:08,350 --> 00:10:15,490
additional war so that your spirits may

162
00:10:11,860 --> 00:10:20,320
be lifted even higher thank you so much

163
00:10:15,490 --> 00:10:22,240
Oleg hello my favorite wife mom we did

164
00:10:20,320 --> 00:10:24,579
you stole us to crush you put your

165
00:10:22,240 --> 00:10:27,310
professionalism based on your smiley

166
00:10:24,578 --> 00:10:31,389
faces so we see that you're happy and

167
00:10:27,309 --> 00:10:32,979
everything is dandy we're gonna do

168
00:10:31,389 --> 00:10:35,649
brothers are you liking your new home

169
00:10:32,980 --> 00:10:38,379
Lucy buddy a most definitely it's more

170
00:10:35,649 --> 00:10:41,049
spacious and much more comfortable than

171
00:10:38,379 --> 00:10:44,039
the little tiny home that brother serum
or chicken broccoli actually pretty data

hello my dear son hello guys oh yes mom

yes hi mom you feel like it do not cry

see how happy we are you should be happy

just like us episode I was I don't mean

to cry but them congratulations on one

with your achievements of two most

important tasks at launch and successful

docking we hope you enjoy your stay

onboard the space station

and we can't wait for your return thank

you thank you so much greetings and

regards to everybody we know mr. Dian

yet with us hot oh sure I see you're in
a good mood great spirits let me judge

another we are very excited to be here

funny my love us Morgan chef Godspeed we

are with you in spirits that's what

Wallace by Sheila thank you mama thank

you very much father for years hello Dan

but here the young hello Jana good god

you lost what's happening what am I love

marcelito it's happening I'm so this is

what are your faces yeah our our face is

still looking like the faces of your

father's well they're a little more

plump than we are used to but we

couldn't recognize your stuff Christmas
boy it looks funny it's all copy video

that's okay my goal is to lose a few pounds while I'm up here most special so

how was your right over there

overreaction well I have to admit it was a little bit difficult at the first day but then I got better and easier no kid appeal i hideous I koala it was tolerable for sure but we could totally see that the G difference how are the fish doing still alive I coulda played awful the fish are still alive I can already checked on them he was very worried did they make it here Allah
hello hello hey would you hello let's go

00:13:08.278 --> 00:13:15.129
up but for greetings to my favorite

00:13:11.850 --> 00:13:18.310
son-in-law so i left my whiskey

00:13:15.129 --> 00:13:21.759
hello mother-in-law throw anybody can

00:13:18.309 --> 00:13:24.759
you she's our life and greetings to they

00:13:21.759 --> 00:13:27.069
knew switch guys I billion three crew

00:13:24.759 --> 00:13:30.610
members when you stop flying high above

00:13:27.070 --> 00:13:33.520
Earth you still avoid you I wish you the

00:13:30.610 --> 00:13:36.250
best I wish you good luck and a very

00:13:33.519 --> 00:13:39.009
soft landing when you do decide to

00:13:36.250 --> 00:13:42.009
return take care and all the best you

00:13:39.009 --> 00:13:44.139
thank you so much hey daddy looking good

00:13:42.009 --> 00:13:46.299
how was your t-day ready you launch was

00:13:44.139 --> 00:13:52.419
awesome how's Italy right what you guys

00:13:46.299 --> 00:13:54.929
do well the I hope it looks awesome as
itself it was just been incredible right

very similar to the Jesus stuff on a shuttle fight that lots of different noises vibrations and I'm feeling so it

was a fantastic trip

do some of your puzzle

I didn't get around to any puzzles there

are lots of other good things to do a lot some good biggest to investigate and

I'll tell you all about it later but no

no time for puzzles so he had a great time it really went fast for me what two
days went really really quickly yeah I thought it would hey dad dad hey daddy
hey we uh the launch was really amazing

we were we were got incredible bleep you

perfect day really nice and we've got we

finally got to me a lie can you get his

beautiful daughter so that's been nice

oh that's good so you guys had a great

day that day a good trip home I heard

there was some snow and mop doubted you

guys bit yeah we did we saw a little

snow it's been since been really great i

think everybody sad that we have to go

back tomorrow but so far so good yeah i

understand and you get to see Star City

today huh my time
you say did you get the glamour star
city today yeah we had we had a little
tour of Star City we got to see the
buoyancy lab and the and some of the
some of the great places you got to

train was really mean so when we saw we

saw the dancing show last night which

was really good too are you guys just

about good at all then that's really

that's really awesome i'm glad you got
to all her feet Star City it's been my

home away from home for the last two and

a half years yeah yep oh you guys all

six of you look really good though and
happy well we just met up with these
guys they do look pretty good size but I
think they're happy to see us so maybe
they get to go home someday but we're
all doing great we had a great trip up
here oh I getting a giddy flew at
spacecraft like they've blown it five
times before so it's just really a
flight of tumor go smoother did they
save you any ice cream
they're saying it maybe first we have
some things for them too so if we don't
see the ice cream we might not head over
there and good great we know all your
brothers and sisters here would want to
say hello so we were all really excited

it was a great lunch and a great couple

of weeks here in Moscow and Kazakhstan

as well okay well I think you got great

treatment thanks tussle to their calling

to fish for taking care of you guys but

I love the fact that you're all there to

see the lunch so I'm glad y'all made it

yes yes it was great oh yeah yeah we're

gonna put idiot genius yeah yeah hello

this is your father you bet budget

forget the fella in the wheel ducky

exciting watching you and we see that

you've adopted to your new environment
within such a short period of time it's a more excellent to see that so how was it Lunchables well that it was a kind of difficult during the first day and then it leveled out and got better and tolerable today we're feeling great and we're actually hanging on to some foot brackets booboo school so that we wouldn't fly away out of the view of the camera and I have to your two daughters here's Reyes luck I just wanted to hand it over to them for a couple of words and Isaiah before we do that we saw your launch it was breathtaking and we see
that I think you grew a little

maybe stretch down you look excellent

and we hope that you can always see us

in your window know that we're with you

in spirits and when we look up will know

that you're up there watching over us

and we can see happiness written all

over your faces so we're very excited

for you but you to go work Oh

behave I will hand it over to a Lisa and

she will take it from here hello dad you

here Marty hello baby how are you doing

yeah I'm great how are you same here

you're the only after I saw I'm doing

00:18:20,019 --> 00:18:25,420
that that I think you grew a little

00:18:21,670 --> 00:18:28,180
maybe stretch down you look excellent

00:18:25,420 --> 00:18:30,820
and we hope that you can always see us

00:18:28,180 --> 00:18:33,850
in your window know that we're with you

00:18:30,819 --> 00:18:36,210
in spirits and when we look up will know

00:18:33,849 --> 00:18:39,490
that you're up there watching over us

00:18:36,210 --> 00:18:41,890
and we can see happiness written all

00:18:39,490 --> 00:18:46,470
over your faces so we're very excited

00:18:41,890 --> 00:18:52,350
for you but you to go work Oh

00:18:46,470 --> 00:18:56,519
behave I will hand it over to a Lisa and

00:18:52,349 --> 00:18:59,509
she will take it from here hello dad you

00:18:56,519 --> 00:19:04,460
here Marty hello baby how are you doing

00:18:59,509 --> 00:19:07,529
yeah I'm great how are you same here

00:19:04,460 --> 00:19:10,769
you're the only after I saw I'm doing

00:19:07,529 --> 00:19:15,149
well also um what grade did you get

00:19:10,769 --> 00:19:17,099
today nothing we're talking about did

00:19:15,150 --> 00:19:19,460
you offer for her commercial oh that's

00:19:17,099 --> 00:19:19,459
okay

00:19:19,519 --> 00:19:25,579
I thought you got bounced your last

00:19:21,619 --> 00:19:27,349
you're handsome and how are you doing up

00:19:25,579 --> 00:19:31,460
there I have you adopted already

00:19:27,349 --> 00:19:36,740
beautiful yes as you can see I'm I'm

00:19:31,460 --> 00:19:39,680
doing well I look okay and I feel fine

00:19:36,740 --> 00:19:43,359
okay and don't hand it over to I know

00:19:39,680 --> 00:19:46,910
that because she's them basically

00:19:43,359 --> 00:19:50,929
forcing the phone out of my hands but is

00:19:46,910 --> 00:19:59,930
it daddy hello hello I anutha tell me

00:19:50,930 --> 00:20:06,110
anything stars okay I love my little

00:19:59,930 --> 00:20:10,690
horsey I'll chroma tears while I did all
I'd oppression I see children spoon

that's that's good reading thank you so much yes it was like yes the rubble

getting hannah hamlet second i hope there will be no winter paradise early

hope to come olo chill of winter turns to spring that's another great poem

thank you for telling it to me Sam video if this is hello guys oh this is your games wife Allah I left Kevin and Jenna

hello wat sleep because I'm glad to see all of you on board the space station you look awesome not you could I show
lol not Susan ejectment we're doing well

we came back and we're finally home

we're very excited that you're finally up there and you've reached what you set

out to do lots of cool flow and then the docking and hatch opening has occurred

in you've all read it so I'll call everybody and make sure that they all know yokomo um yeah that's true thing is

didn't I never heard her tell them before yeah this is new it's sore like a present for you to lift up your
spirits while you're up there so we
practiced a lot more tend to everybody
up there a greetings best regards we're
so excited to see you finally on the
space station I and we're finally mama
happy to be here yes and not your oh I
mother-in-law who's my mom is also here
with me so I hope I'll hand it over to
her for a couple words cpu sketchball
hello dear greetings from Siberia beauty
pre-cut euless but you're here from
Siberia yes I took a long trip from
Siberia to be with you here on this day
I wanted to say congratulations Bravo
keep it up and

00:22:29,548 --> 00:22:37,259
off a car take care all the best to

00:22:32,909 --> 00:22:40,350
you bye bye everyone hi everyone thank

00:22:37,259 --> 00:22:42,659
you for coming yep Brad I man I leave

00:22:40,349 --> 00:22:46,019
hello this is your bread and brother

00:22:42,659 --> 00:22:49,489
Dimitri salad misery worry about it you

00:22:46,019 --> 00:22:49,489
weren't able to speak first

00:22:51,500 --> 00:22:56,359
how are you doing you look great place

00:22:53,960 --> 00:23:00,289
he busted it's yeah we are trying our

00:22:56,359 --> 00:23:03,289
best to be a nervous I greetings from

00:23:00,289 --> 00:23:05,240
everybody from Belarus over over this

00:23:03,289 --> 00:23:08,359
your loss and brief you and likewise

00:23:05,240 --> 00:23:10,279
greetings to everybody whom we know to

00:23:08,359 --> 00:23:12,859
all of our loved ones and our friends

00:23:10,279 --> 00:23:15,289
there's just your okay well that's it
for me take care and I'll talk to you

next time all the best

good luck and I can't wait to hear about

it the tech guys they don't forget to
take position

hey don't forget to take the fish out I
don't think we'll forget to take the

fish out there sit there there knocking

at the door only yeah when we arrived

how did the new guys do with the

first time in 0t they were just they

were just going crazy with it they had a

lot of work to do and they they seem to

act like they just been there three or
four times before really they just they tied everything up the way they were supposed to and just flipped upside down and got into places that you get into easier in Jersey it was really great and HIPAA patong did his job pattam did a great job out hippo he told us everything we needed to know it was really fun to watch you hold on one second you gotta go one more people want to say hello hi Kevin all right right on how are you how are you good advance yeah so great to see you
Kevin you look wonderful the launch was fabulous we are just thrilled to be here with you thank you so much for letting us enjoy this with you that was awesome to see you guys when we were walking out to the bus and walking out to the rocket and we were just really blessed to have that great day we had I was just so hoping you guys would be able to see it a long ways out and I hope it looked as good outside and it felt inside they looked just it was spectacular to use your leave oh it was wonderful thank you Kevin and have a
wonderful time enjoy your stay and we

00:25:29.910 --> 00:25:44.100
will see you soon love you have any then

00:25:36.660 --> 00:25:45.660
we'll see you hey how you doing hey I'm

00:25:44.099 --> 00:25:47.279
only gonna take a second here and I

00:25:45.660 --> 00:25:50.279
soldier knows about you on the Florida

00:25:47.279 --> 00:25:53.460
to hear I know they tried not to they

00:25:50.279 --> 00:25:57.269
couldn't keep us away okay here's here's

00:25:53.460 --> 00:25:59.400
Jeanne to say hi there things so this is

00:25:57.269 --> 00:26:04.400
being or is a great shall have a great

00:25:59.400 --> 00:26:07.200
flight we have 25 sie doch okay being

00:26:04.400 --> 00:26:08.610
okay copy you have to sign up I I get

00:26:07.200 --> 00:26:09.779
some good tricks for you on the way up

00:26:08.609 --> 00:26:11.959
here so I'll tell you that when I get

00:26:09.779 --> 00:26:11.960
off